A new orthogonality relation in normed linear spaces which generalires Pythagorean orthogonality and lsosceles orthogonality is defined. and it IS shown that the new orthogonality is homogeneous (additive) if and only if the space is a real inner-product space.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper a new form of orthogonality is defined in normed linear spaces, and a new characterization of real inner-product spaces is given in terms of the new orthogonality relation. Let X denote a normed linear space over the reals with norm 11 . //, and let a # 1 be a fixed real number. We define the concept of a-orthogonality as follows. For x, y E X, we say x is a-orthogonhl to ~1, denoted (x 1. y)(a), if and only if (1 + a')]~~-y112 = lIx-ayl12 +/l~'-aaxl/~. The geometrical motivation for this definition is clear. It is also clear that a-orthogonality is symmetric, i.e., if x, y E X, (x I r)(a) if and only if (.v I x)(a). Furthermore, Pythagorean orthogonality and isosceles orthogonality (see James I I]) are special cases of a-orthogonality for a = 0 and a = -1, respectively.
It is easy to see that if (x I x)(a), then x = 0 and that if (X, 11 . 11) is a real inner-product space with inner:product (. 1 .), (s 1 y)(a) if and only if (x / .v) A 0. Furthermore, a simple cxamplc, the 2-dimensional DIMINNIE,FREESE, AND ANDALAFTE Minkowski space with iI@,. ,yz)ii = 1x, 1 + Is?/. shows that for c( # 0. --I, CP orthogonality is distinct from Pythagorean orthogonality and isosceles orthogonality.
In Section 1, further properties of u-orthogonality are derived and in Section 2 a characterization of real inner-product spaces is obtained in terms of homogeneity (additivity) of the relation (see ] 11). The main result is the following:
THEOREM. If a-orthogonality is homogeneous or additive. therl the space (A', (1 . 11) is a real inner-product space.
PROPERTIES OF W~RTHOGONALITY
If a # 0, 1. then it is easily seen from the definition of a-orthogonality that (X 1 y)(u) if and only if (X I y)(l/a).
Therefore. there is no loss of generality if we assume that a E I-1, I ). Also, for any real k. Proof. Since the statement clearly is true if x = 0, we will assume that x # 0. Define We will show that lim,+,, g(t) = 00 and lim,-* , g(t) = --co, so the continuity of g(t) will imply the existence of a real number a for which g(a) = 0 and hence (x 1 ax + y)(u). Since it follows from (1) that there are functions c:, . E,. E,. and c,. which approach 0 as t + co and for which = I&,+ata-l)ll-dll [ 2 I*+(v--i)/+!l-~)lls/+r:l/ II Since a # 1, this approaches 00 as t + co. The proof that lim t--cc g(f) = -CC is similar. This completes the proof of the theorem.
THE CHARACTERIZATION

THEOREM
In this section, we make additional assumptions about our a~orthogonality relation and derive characterizations of inner-product spaces. As before, let (X, 11 . 11) denote a normed linear space over the reals. Following James 11 1, we say that a-orthogonality is homogeneous if for all x, ~9 E X, a. b real numbers, (x 1 y)(a) implies (ax 1 by)(a), and that a-orthog80nality is additive if for all x, y, z E X, if (x 1 y)(a) and (x I z)(u), then (xi y + z)(a). We will show that if a-orthogonality is homogeneous or additive, then the space (X, /I . 11) IS a real inner-product space. Since the result is known if a = -1 (isosceles orthogonality) (James 1 1 I). by the comment made at the beginning of Section 1, we assume in the following that /al -c 1. THEOREM 2. If a-orthogonality is homogeneous, then (x 1 y)(a) if and only if l/x -yl/' = llxll* + llyll', i.e.. a-orthogonalify is equicalenf to Pythagorean orthogonality.
Proof. Since the statement is obvious if x = 0 or 4' = 0 we will assume in the following that x and y are nonzero. Also, as noted previously. it suffices to consider /aI < 1.
(1) Let (x I y)(a). We begin by establishing the following statement: P(n):
(1 + a2") //x -y/l2 = I/x-a'" 'yl12 + lly-a2"~'x.ll'.
P(1) is equivalent to (x I y)(a). If P(n) is true and (x i y)(a), then letting p = a2"-' and using homogeneity, we may replace x by p.x in P(n) and then replace .V by P-V in P(n) to obtain (1 +p2)~Ipx~~'I~2=p211x-yIJ2tII?'-p2x~12
